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with embed Youtube.. spud movie download hd legal Full HD Full Streaming.A black tiger mum and her cub have been seen lounging in a Central Park forest – and a park worker says he has spotted a yellow-coated lion. The rare sight of two animals of different species feeding in the same forest came as
yet another stunning photo of the natural world has been released. In a Facebook post called "Is this real life?," Dennis Buang saw the unusual pair at around 7am on Tuesday. He said he was doing park maintenance in the forest when he spotted the black tiger, named Dolly, and her four-month-old cub.

He said the duo were lounging on a grassy area with bare trees around. The park worker caught the tiger mum and her cub via his drone while on patrol. "I think this is the most amazing thing I've ever seen. The carefree nature of both the tiger and the cub is remarkable," he wrote. "The tiger has
remained in the same spot, while the cub wanders around." The photo, taken by the drone, shows Dolly and her cub at the bottom right of the frame, lying against a tree with their backs facing the camera. In the top left, a monkey and a jaguar (a cat species) stand in their territory in the same tree.

Buang said he thought the brown panther they were looking at was a jaguar, and said he wondered if the cub was being looked after by the female. The animal lovers said they thought it was an amazing sight. "It's a very rare sight and seeing it is quite a feeling, but seeing it in such a serene manner
was pretty amazing," one said. Another commented that if they were to meet and become friends, it could make them "the best of friends." Since the photo was shared to the group's page, others have commented that they have spotted more panthers in other parts of the park. In response to one

comment, the group said it
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